Quick, strong and safe
autoLock AVP – the new automatic locking system for your door

winkhaus.de

Your door deserves it
A solid exterior door won’t make a house secure on its own. autoLock AVP not only gives you the certainty of having a secure
door, you can already tell upon activating it that we’re serious about this locking system when it comes to power and genuine
strength.
The autoLock AVP handle-operated automatic locking system offers powerful and dynamic locking – mechanical as well as
spring-driven – without forgoing the familiar handle unlocking. It also features our innovative failsafe lock. This prevents you
from accidentally unbolting the locking points – thus sparing your door frame from ugly scratches.
Find out how security feels. Discover the autoLock AVP.
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autoLock AVP is the perfect locking
system for most door types and nearly every
material.

Three good reasons
Secure with innovation
The security of a door lock depends on the material that is used. At Winkhaus, we use quality steel in our hooks for
autoLock AVP. They have an additional 25 mm unbolting length. It is also bevelled on both sides to that it is suitable for left or
right hand operation and engages deep in the keep so that the door is especially secure. You do not need new striking plates
if you are upgrading from a standard Winkhaus lock or a Winkhaus activPilot fitting.
Especially durable and tight
Quality is always in focus at Winkhaus. This is evident in the materials that are used, the precise workmanship and everything
from overall package down to the smallest detail.For example, the trigger of the autoLock AVP is designed and tested for at
least 100,000 cycles. This is the equivalent of 10 ac-tuations per day for about 27 years with a door weight of 100 kg. Your
door is also sealed tightly with autoLock AVP. Draughts and moisture are kept out.
Intelligent operation
autoLock AVP is not only impressive in terms of security and quality. It is also impressive in operation thanks to simple handling combined with secure opening and closing of the door. The one-of-a-kind error interlock prevents inadvertent locking
of the locking elements. This especially user-friendly technology is unique in the market and solves a widespread problem:
Even if the lock is only partially unlocked when the door is opened, the autoLock AVP bolt remains in the retracted position
instead of extending. Therefore, there are not protruding parts that could damage the door or other parts if the door slams
shut. In order to compensate for tolerances during assembly, there is an adjustable mechanical trigger on the frame side that
can be combined with standard strike plates.
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Adjustable trigger for latch/deadbolt keep

2
Falle-Riegelbereich mit Auslöser

3
Swivel hook bevelled on both sides

4
ACP locking bolt
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